The pervasiveness of end-user computing tools in the home and in workplaces, as well as the linkage of PCs into networks, have led to a convergence of end-user computing and corporate computing. As a result of this phenomenon, and because the productivity of end-users with these tools depends on how well suited the tools are to users, the issue of the suitability of computing tools for end-users is a valid concern for organizations. In the area of databases (DBs), the concern is that of ensuring the suitability of ad hoc querying and reporting tools for end-users. The significance of this concern lies in the realization that organizations and DB users are depending on more and more complex DBs, for example those being placed on the Web. DB researchers therefore argue for the adoption of the user-centered approach in developing these tools, to ensure suitability. The adoption of this approach in the development of the Conceptual Query Language (CQL) is reported in this paper. Also discussed is the series of experimental tests conducted to ascertain the impact of the approach on the usability of CQL. The test results suggest an improvement in user performance with and perception of CQL as a result of user participation in its development process.
INTRODUCTION
While there may be no generally agreed upon standard definition of end user computing (EUC), the concept of EUC is invariably viewed as the development or use of information (and computer) systems by the primary users of the systems' output [1, 2, 3] . EUC became widespread and popular in the decades of the 1980s as powerful personal computer (PC)-based productivity tools like spreadsheets, fourth generation languages, database management systems (DBMSs), electronic mail, electronic calendars and presentation graphics became commercially available. The 1980s also saw the linkage of PCs into networks. This latter development allowed end-users access to corporate data, thereby leading to the convergence of enduser computing and corporate computing [4] .
As a characteristic hallmark of this convergence of EUC and corporate computing, PC-based productivity tools became pervasive and flourished in the workplace. Business managers, their staff and other clerical workers, all of whom are generally not information systems (IS) or computer experts, thereby became empowered to develop their own computer-based database (DB) applications with little or no help from IS professionals or DB experts. This trend was furthered and consolidated as PC vendors produced DBMSs with support for increasingly more user friendly and easy to use interfaces. The result today is that personal computing devices like PCs and MacIntoshes already come equipped with functionally powerful DBMSs, such as ACCESS TM , PARADOX TM for Windows and FoxPro TM for Windows, with support for graphical user interfaces (GUIs) aimed at the end-user.
The advantages of this convergence to both end-users and organizations are widely discussed in both the popular and academic press [1, 2, 3, 5] .
Commonly cited advantages include improved efficiency and effectiveness, i.e. enhancement in end-user productivity. With respect to DBMSs, productivity deals with end-user facility with these tools, i.e. with their ability to manipulate DBs, a major aspect of which is their ability to formulate queries for data retrieval. Current commercially popular DBMSs use linear keyword languages (LKLs) like the Structured Query Language (SQL) or graphical (visual or two-dimensional) languages like Query-By-Example (QBE). Query formulation in these languages requires users to explicitly mention all the tables needed by the system to solve the problem. Furthermore, in LKL and QBE systems the user must also specify query paths. Explicit navigation is a major source of difficulty for a typical enduser. Additionally, query specification in these languages is based on joins defined either during data definition or during query formulation. This adds to the cognitive burden imposed by the system on the user, with this burden increasing as the complexity of the required query increases. The difficulty typical users have with LKLs and QBEtype languages is proverbial. It is also clear that the cognitive burden demanded by the use of these languages must necessarily impact upon users and their productivity. Indeed, this was a primary reason why DB researchers proposed and developed alternative query languages to SQL. One such alternative is the class of concept-based query languages, such as the Conceptual Query Language, whose development is discussed in this paper. In the following subsection, we further examine the motivation for the development of CQL.
Motivation
Until recently, query languages were designed by database experts without much consideration for the critical issue of usability. But as portrayed in [6] , being a database expert was not by itself enough to design usable information systems. This may well account for the fact that very powerful and highly functional query languages were developed that scored low on usability. As suggested in [6] , this may have been due to the lack of interaction and crossfertilization of ideas between researchers in the database and the human-computer interface (HCI) communities. In particular, ignorance on the part of DB researchers of the studies on information systems (IS) usability by HCI researchers may well account for this. It is as though the generality of DB researchers have forgotten or are completely unaware of the recognition in user behavioral studies that, as far as the end-user is concerned, 'the interface is the system'. This recognition is so widespread that the statement itself is now almost a cliché.
The HCI community broadly views IS 'usability' in terms of the extent to which an IS can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use [7] . This is also the view adopted by both ISO/IEC 9126 and ISO9241-11. Although in recent years there has been an upswing in the awareness in the DB community of the importance of IS usability, the oversights of past generations visit themselves upon the present generation of database users, as evidenced by the query language offerings of commercial vendors. In HCI, the characteristics of the intended user of an information system are central to the issue of usability.
Today's typical end-user is one who is likely to interact with the Internet (the Net) and WWW database applications. Yet, the existing query languages employed in end-user computing for ad hoc querying of DBs pre-date the Net and the Web. For example, SQL and QBE-based interfaces like Microsoft ACCESS TM were developed long before computers became so commonplace. They were, therefore, not designed with today's typical end-user in mind. Their suitability for current end-users is therefore doubtful. DB applications, running either over the Web or otherwise, that require the end-user to use these languages limit the extent to which the user can interact productively (via the interface) with the DB. There is, therefore, an obvious need to revisit the design of database query languages intended for use by end-users, with the aim of developing query languages suited to current typical end-users. Stonebraker [8] underscores this point with a powerful argument. According to him, more research should be done in user interfaces because, (1) the functions provided by DB systems are determined by user interface programs, and (2) the value added by DB systems will increasingly migrate to their front-ends, since query languages will increasingly become commodity products with respect to their level of performance. These statements by Stonebraker simply re-echo and elaborate on the point made earlier that 'the interface is the system' as far as users are concerned.
Concerned DB researchers therefore argue for the adoption of the user-centered approach in developing these tools to ensure their suitability [6] . Indeed, it was the issue of suitability of DB query interfaces that led to the development of pioneering systems in concept-based query interfaces, such as RIDL [9, 10] and NIAM [11, 12, 13, 14] , in the decades of the '80s and early '90s. As discussed later, early concept-based query systems did not meet with widespread acceptance mainly because of weaknesses in formal bases or usability. Since then, however, numerous studies showing user preference for or better dexterity with the concept-based approach to querying DBs over other querying approaches have continued to be published (for example see [15, 16, 17] ). Furthermore, numerous enduser studies (for example [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] ) show that user involvement and participation in the development of information systems tend to result in positive disposition toward the system by users and more proficient use of the system. These two phenomena therefore lead us to propose the use of the user-centered design methodology in the development of the Conceptual Query Language (CQL) intended for end-users [25, 26] . This paper discusses the use of a specific user-centered approach in the development of CQL. The effect of adopting this approach on the suitability of CQL for end-users is evaluated and also reported here. The test suggests an improvement in user performance with and perception of CQL as a result of user participation in its development process.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: a survey of related studies is given in the next section. In Section 3, an abridged description of CQL is given. Section 4 deals with the issue of a suitable user-interface for CQL. Also in this section, the concept of usercentered design methodology is discussed in a general sense. Section 5 discusses the specific user-centered approach used in the development of CQL. The discussion covers the set of behavioral experiments that was conducted and the results that guided its evolving design. In Section 6, the current production version of the CQL interface is presented. We explain how it is derived from a set of prototypes and established guidelines on interface design. The paper concludes in Section 7 with an additional discussion on issues relevant to CQL and query language interfaces and a summary of the paper.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
Concept-based query languages
The main goal in developing concept-based query languages is to provide end-users with high-level, easy to use and userfriendly interfaces for data manipulation. As far as we are aware, the universal relation (UR) interface [27, 28] , RIDL [9, 10] and NIAM [11, 12, 13, 14] were among the earliest efforts in that direction. A sample set of existing related studies in concept-based querying of databases is discussed here.
Chang and Sciore [29] propose the Universal Relation with Semantic Abstraction (URSA) model, which is an extension of the UR interface. Instead of demanding a universally unique role for each attribute, as in the UR approach, the URSA model requires this uniqueness of role only within a limited set, called closure, of entities. Querying in URSA is based on the UR query paradigm. Its referencing scheme therefore forces a QUEL-type and an SQL-type syntax. This may render it not suitable for the generality of end-users. Peckham et al. [30] propose a DB design paradigm that abstracts the relationship semantics of application conceptual data models and uses this as a predictor of query and update paths.
Peckham et al. show that association roles in semantic schemas define connection paths between objects, and these connections can be used to enable data manipulation. The URSA study shows that the semantics of the association among schema entities can be used to ensure the semantic correctness of queries. CQL extends these ideas by showing that the connection paths have meanings that are derived from the semantic meaning of the association roles, and that the path-meanings can be used to determine and select the correct paths of abbreviated conceptual queries.
The Intuitive System [31] defines a very intuitive architecture for information retrieval that comprises four main modules.
The multimodal interaction manager supports request specification using speech and pointingand-clicking; the end-user component provides users with a visual interface and functionality for using large heterogeneous DBs. The third module, the intelligent dialog manager, interprets users' requests according to the task being performed by the user, while the fourth module, the data access layer, links the different components of the system together.
Although the Intuitive System is aimed at end-user interaction with heterogeneous DBs, it is generic enough for nonheterogeneous and single DB scenarios. Each functional aspect of CQL can be associated with a component of Intuitive. For example the multimodal interaction manager provides the functionality of computer-supported query formulation in CQL. CQL's set-handler can be identified with the dialog manager.
The point-and-click mode of request formulation in Intuitive presents an ER schema to the user, who can then specify a query by selecting the subschema defining the desired query-path. Interesting similarities and differences between Intuitive and CQL exist here: With Intuitive, to formulate the query on persons who appear in an interview, the user highlights the entities 'Person' and 'Interview' and the relationship 'appears in' linking the two entities. In CQL this is specified as 'Person appears in Interview'. For more complex queries involving longer paths, the Intuitive user still highlights the entire path on the schema, the CQL user does not. Intuitive supports multimedia data, text retrieval from documents and exploratory search of hypertexts. Clearly, Intuitive is a much more comprehensive system than CQL, which is currently narrowly focused on the manipulation of data in a single DB via a semantic data model.
ConQuer-II [32] is a commercial concept-based query language based on the Object-Role Modeling (ORM) paradigm [11, 33, 34, 35, 36] . Like SCERD, ORM models applications in terms of the semantic roles played by objects and entities in relationships. While SCERD is an enhancement of the ER model, ORM is based primarily on a binary data model. ConQuer-II allows queries to be formulated via paths through the conceptual schema. The query paths are constructed from the semantic roles of objects and entities. Data manipulation in the system proposed in [37] involves finding a path from a set of starting nodes through possible intermediate nodes and edges to a set of terminating nodes. In Graph Model, entities are conceptually conceived of as nodes and link semantic types as edges in a graph. Query formulation involves graphically selecting a set of source and target nodes, then drawing a set of edges between the selected sets of nodes, and finally specifying for each node a set of data retrieval criteria. Users select each node and edge on the graph-path between the source and the target. Graphs are manually manipulated until the desired query is obtained.
Although CQL adopts these basic ideas, it, however, extends them by requiring users to specify only the endpoint, i.e. starting and terminating entities and relationship roles. The CQL system automatically deduces the correct intermediate nodes to use on a given query-path. Therefore, although CQL also allows queries to be formulated via paths through the conceptual schema, users are not required to specify paths in their entirety.
Vizla [38] is a visual query language interface for the information control prototyping language SF [39] . In Vizla, a database is abstracted as a collection of sets (entities) and functions that map from this collection of sets to auxiliary sets (attributes). Queries are formulated in Vizla by pointing to representations of functions, their domains and codomains, or subsets of the domains and codomains, and to various operators in a conceptual model of a database. The items selected in this way are displayed and assembled graphically in a workspace or window.
The workspace concept is used in Vizla to reduce the cognitive burden query formulation imposes on end-users. It achieves this by allowing users to separate querying into sequences of small steps, save intermediate results of such sequences and combine the intermediate results into final results. Ad hoc queries can therefore be formulated and processed in this manner. This is an approach that we feel can be adopted, with certain modifications, by CQL to facilitate query formulation. The query-formulation-bypointing approach in Vizla could be tedious and unappealing for complex queries with long query-paths through the schema. This is because users must point to the entire paths of queries and all the functions and operators needed for computation of the paths. The abbreviated querying approach in CQL, wherein only the terminal nodes and links of interest are selected, cuts down on the number of operations that users must perform and thereby improves on the Vizla approach.
Vizla is a full-fledged, self-standing query language. On the other hand, CQL in its current prototype stage is a front-end to an underlying full-fledged query language like SQL. In addition to its use as a query language, Vizla is also designed to function as a programming language. For this reason it is aimed at being at least as expressive as a general programming language. As expected, it is perhaps more expressive than CQL. CQL can, therefore, additionally benefit from the work on Vizla as we develop it (CQL) further in its interface design and expressive power.
Arguing for concept-based query languages
A number of studies have been conducted either to motivate the development of concept-based query languages or to demonstrate their superiority over other query paradigms. The study by Welty and Stemple [40] attempted to find how well users could learn relational query languages. It was concluded that users were having considerable difficulty with relational queries and that the problem was not limited to any particular relational language. A discussion on comparative studies arguing for concept-based query languages can be found in [16] and [17] . Both studies compare SQL and the concept-based DBQL called the Knowledge Query Language (KQL) [15] . While the study in [16] was atemporal, that in [17] was temporal in that it studied the effect of time on learning. Both studies showed that users of concept-based query languages outperform SQL users: Irrespective of time, the KQL users performed better than their SQL counterparts, with respect to query accuracy, query formulation time and user confidence. Additional empirical studies suggesting the superiority of conceptbased data retrieval approaches over other query approaches can be found in [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] . All of these studies point to the need for alternative query paradigms. Concept-based approaches, as in CQL, clearly offer one such alternative.
In [45] a statistical experiment was conducted to probe end-users' reaction to using CQL, vis-à-vis SQL, as a database query language. The comparison focused on the effect of the two different database query language interfaces on user performance (as measured by query formulation time, query correctness and users' perception) in a query writing task with varying difficulty levels. Statistically significant differences between the two query languages were found.
The results indicate that end-users perform better with CQL and have a better perception of it than of SQL.
There were significantly more accurate formulations with CQL than with SQL. Also, the groups with CQL took significantly less time than the groups with SQL. The CQL subjects perceived their query language to be easier to use than their SQL counterparts felt about SQL; they also felt more satisfied with CQL than the SQL subjects were with SQL. These differences were more pronounced when query difficulty level was considered. The statistical significance of the differences increased with the complexity of the query. The scores indicate that users are more likely to perform better with CQL than with SQL and that they are more likely to harbor a more favorable perception of it than of SQL.
As discussed in [46] and [47] , existing approaches aimed at enhancing end-user facility with query tools sacrifice expressive power for ease-of-use. This limits their use and applicability. This restriction is removed in CQL, since it is designed to be both easy to use and expressively powerful. A detailed discussion on the expressive power of CQL can be found in [25] .
Impact of end user participation
There is widespread belief that user participation in a systems development task leads to user satisfaction with the system [19, 23, 48] and hence to the success of the system, where 'user satisfaction' is deemed as a surrogate for system success [49, 50, 51, 52] . A discussion of various studies on the user participation-satisfaction relationship is given by McKeen, Guimaraes and Wetherbe [23] . Although the results of these studies have been either inconclusive or contradictory, some researchers (e.g. [51, 53] ) cite flawed experimental design or weak theoretical foundation as the cause of this. Some studies [21, 51, 54, 55] also suggest a possible confusion between the concepts of participation and involvement as a contributory factor to the confounding results.
To elicit better understanding of the relationship between user participation and user involvement on the one hand, and user satisfaction on the other, Barki and Hartwick [18, 19] formally differentiate the two constructs. They define user participation behaviorally as the set of activities performed by users during systems development. User involvement, on the other hand, is seen as a psychological-emotional construct dealing with the importance and relevance of the system to the user. Their findings suggest that users 'who participate in the development process were likely to develop beliefs that a new system is good, important and personally relevant' [19, 56] and that through 'participation, users may be able to influence the design of a new system, satisfying their needs. . . . They may develop a better understanding of the new system and how it can help them in their job' [19] . McKeen et al. [23] also set out to test this relationship in a study that is sound in both theory and experimental design. Their results corroborate the claim that user participation in system development does not have a negative impact on user satisfaction with (and hence success of) the system, but rather that it impacts on it positively in certain instances.
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In developing CQL, we took cognizance of the sources of end-user cognitive difficulty in DB query formulation. An attempt was then made to overcome these difficulties by adapting the CQL interface to the cognitive skills of endusers. In the next section, we discuss the structure of CQL. That is done to show how the design of the language is geared towards non-expert end-users. Before we delve into that, however, the evolutionary phases of the development of CQL are briefly touched upon.
THE CONCEPTUAL QUERY LANGUAGE
The development of CQL has evolved through various phases along different directions. However, the publication of material on CQL in the literature is in somewhat of a reverse sequence to its development sequence. Readers may, therefore, find a description of these phases important. For this reason, before describing the structure of CQL, a description of its developmental phases is given here as a context for the discussion in this section.
The studies in [25] and [26] were among the earliest works on CQL. In [26] , the paper discussed and illustrated query formulation using semantic concepts, and explained the details of the internal processing of conceptual queries by the CQL kernel. No experimentations with CQL were involved or discussed. The paper simply focused on presenting CQL from the perspective of the end-user, not from the perspective of the designer or developer. The discussion in [25] was solely on the theoreticalmathematical basis of CQL. The focus was on presenting the formal semantics of CQL. These studies were followed by the work reported in [45] . This study briefly presented CQL. Its focus, however, was the statistical experiment conducted to compare it to SQL as a database query language better suited for end-users. The paper discussed the comparative study between CQL and SQL.
A second direction of development of CQL pursued after the studies in [25, 26, 45] is reported in [57] . In this study, the Conceptual Query Language-with-Natural Language (CQL/NL) was proposed as a natural language extension of CQL. The driver for this study was the continuing search for a natural and easy to use query language aimed at database end-users. CQL/NL places a natural language overlay on CQL and uses information extraction methods to filter NL query statements for search predicates that are derived from constructs on conceptual schemas. In this way, it avoids the computational difficulty with full-fledged NL parsing. In developing CQL/NL we drew on certain concepts in natural language processing and computational linguistics. Inter alia, we built on the idea of semantic grammar to develop a controlled natural language for CQL/NL.
With the basic kernels of CQL and its end-user interface and natural language extension reported, we turn in this paper to discussing the user-centered approach used in the development of CQL. The effect of adopting this approach on the suitability of CQL for end-users is evaluated and also reported in this paper. We report on the statistical experiments conducted between different versions of CQL to help us decide on a suitable human-computer interactive front-end for the language.
The experiment is also used to determine functional aspects of CQL that need enhancement. CQL is not compared here to SQL or to any other language. The contributions and findings of the study lie in the proposed user-centric approach to query language interface development. The paper is primarily targeted at people interested in human-computer interaction studies.
Structure of the conceptual query language
In CQL, the cognitive burden in formulating DB queries is reduced by migrating much of this task to the underlying DBMS. Unlike LKL and QBE systems, query formulation in CQL does not require the user to specify all the tables needed to solve a query. Also, the user does not have to specify query paths. CQL is, therefore, particularly suitable for business and administrative end-users who, generally speaking, are not programmers.
In CQL only the entities and conditions explicitly mentioned in query statements are required to be specified in their formulations. CQL has a simple and straightforward query syntax. The basic (canonical) form of a CQL query, Q, can be expressed as:
where t E is the set of targets (entities and attributes about which information is sought); s E is the set of sources (entities and attributes about which information is given or known); C sel is the selection criteria/conditions; C sem is the semantic relationships between implicit sources and implicit targets and the entities semantically adjacent to them on the application conceptual schema. An implicit source is either a source or a target entity of the query. An implicit target may be the target of the query or an intermediate entity that is neither the source nor the target of the specified query, but lies on the query path. As discussed later, the specification of intermediate entities in CQL is optional and not necessary.
In formulating a query with CQL, therefore, the end-user only needs to state t E , s E , C sel and C sem . The formulated query is then automatically passed to the underlying DBMS to determine and select the query path. The CQL system uses semantic information about the schema to perform these tasks. This information is in the form of the semantic roles played by schema entities in their relationships with other entities.
Query abbreviation in the conceptual query language
Concept-based or conceptual query interfaces reduce the cognitive load in querying DBs by allowing users to directly use constructs from conceptual schemas [15, 17, 41, 42, 43, 58] . As exemplified in [16] , instead of specifying the relational condition 'Where s.sno = sp.sno and sp.pno = p.pno', concept-based interfaces would allow for a more natural specification like 'Where supplier supplies parts'. The CQL approach provides additional enhancement to this.
Where intermediate entities exist on the query path between supplier and parts, CQL uses built-in meta-knowledge about the application schema to determine and select the correct intermediate entities. Therefore, in comparison to LKL and QBE queries, conceptual queries in CQL tend to be highly abbreviated. The main problem with abbreviated queries is to derive the corresponding semantically correct full queries [59] . This concern naturally carries over to CQL queries. In this section we use an illustration to explain what CQL is, what its structure is and what it is trying to achieve. The illustration is based on Figure 1 , which is a semantically constrained entity-relationship diagram 1 (SCERD) of a university department. In SCERD, entity types in the schema bear explicitly named relationships, or association, among themselves. Each relationship has a semantic meaning. Double-headed arrows are used in a SCERD to indicate that the entities at both heads of the arrows have a direct semantic relationship, and the arrow-heads are labeled with the roles, e.g. worksfor, can-teach, advises etc., played by the entities in specific relationships. The association semantics of the relationships involving entities are constrained by the roles the entities play in the particular relationship. In SCERD, the meaning of the links between entities, therefore, lies in the form of 608 V. OWEI roles. CQL supports the direct use of SCERD constructs in query formulation.
Example. Suppose the following query is posed and specified on Figure 1 . Query 1: What course is Marshall taking such that some sections of the course are taught by associate professor 'Jones'?
An abbreviated CQL formulation of this query requires the user to specify only the stated entities student, teacher and course, along with a set of selection predicates on these entities. The system is then required to chart one or more paths through the conceptual schema from student and teacher to course. We refer to such paths as derived paths. In addition to path derivation, the system must also be capable of performing any needed operations, e.g. conjunction or disjunction, on the derived paths. In this case, the meaning of the desired query demands that the sub-paths student −→ . . . −→ course and teacher −→ . . . −→ course be derived and conjunctively combined, where '. . .' indicates segments of the sub-paths that must be determined by the system. Furthermore, these segments must be such that the meaning of the resulting path is the same as that of the desired query. Clearly, the sub-path STD| enrolled-in −→ CR| P −→ C is semantically correct. In this notation P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is a set of paths, and | enrolled-in denotes the role played by the student entity on that path. The path derives its meaning from the totality of the semantics of the roles played by all the entities on the path.
An examination of Figure 1 shows that multiple paths exist between student and course and also between teacher and course. What complicates the problem here is that all the paths do not have the same meaning. For example the semantics of STD| adviced-by −→ T| can-teach −→ C, i.e. the sub-path leading from student to course via teacher deals with adviser-advisee relationship, and not with students taking classes. It would be semantically incorrect for the system to include this sub-path in constructing the query path.
The task of the system, then, is twofold: (1) To determine P I ⊆ P and P II ⊆ P such that for each p i ∈ P I and p k ∈ P II , STD| P I −→ C and T| P II −→ C are semantically correct. In CQL, meta-knowledge (in the form of the semantics of roles) about the relationships that the entities participate in are used to resolve this path ambiguity problem. (2) To select a p i and a p k from all the candidate paths in (1) . A modification of the path selection algorithm in [60] is used for this.
CQL queries are specified and submitted in an application context consisting of a conceptual schema based on a semantic data model, an implied logical schema, and an underlying DB, which physically exists. CQL is founded on a strong formal basis. In this paper, however, coverage is not given to the detailed formal definition of CQL. We also do not cover (1) the mapping of formulated queries to the conceptual schema, and (2) the mapping of CQL queries to the underlying application DB. For these topics, the reader is referred to [25] and [26] .
The rest of the paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, which is the next section of the paper, we examine the end-user issues leading to our adoption of the user-centered methodology. The second part of the paper discusses the user-centered approach used in the development of CQL. The focus there is to present the set of statistical experiments used to determine the effectiveness of the approach.
THE QUESTION OF AN END-USER INTERFACE FOR CQL
The notation Query := Q(t E ; s E ; {C sel , C sem }) is an abstraction for the CQL query input front-end presented to the end-user for query formulation and indicates what the user is required to specify. For the end-user, the crucial question becomes: What is a suitable interface for CQL? We turn to existing studies to address this question. The common strain running through the studies in [20, 22, 24, 61] leads to the realization that the user interface of an information system (IS) is critical to its effective and efficient use. The structure of input interfaces is therefore a critical issue in IS design. The implication of these findings is that the design of a system's user interface has a possible impact upon user productivity with the system. A poorly designed interface might hinder its effective and efficient use.
Indeed, Jarvenpaa [22] asks a similar question that lies at the core of this paper: 'How can we determine a-priori whether the graphical formats used will aid rather than hinder the user's decision making?' This question is also applicable to query languages. In the context of this paper, this question can be re-phrased: 'How can we determine a priori whether a query language interface will aid rather than hinder users' performance?' The difficulty in developing such an interface is in ascertaining what is suitable for the intended users. McKeen et al. [23] address this issue and conclude that user involvement in the development process engenders a sense of positive predisposition toward the tool in users and that user influence is positively related to user satisfaction. Their findings are also in agreement with the finding by Barki and Hartwick [18, 19] that user-participation in the development process of an information system is likely to lead to end-user beliefs that the system is 'good, important, and personally relevant'. For CQL, then, the question becomes one of determining a suitable user interface for query formulation.
A way of surmounting the interface suitability issue can be deduced from all these findings: to adopt an approach that involves participants who are representative of the intended class of end-users in the interface development process. In essence, this is the meaning and emphasis of the usercentered approach.
User-centered design methodology for CQL
Although Rowe (see [8] ) has been calling for DB researchers to pay closer attention to interface designs for years, it seems that the message has begun to sink in only recently, at times after bitter experiences resulting from ill-designed user-interfaces. One such experience is reported in [6] . Until recently, the DB literature hardly gave much attention to the significance of user participation in the design of user interfaces, nor is there much evidence to indicate that they even appreciated the need for active user involvement in the development process. And as reported in [6] , 'unfortunately, even today, there are still many database proposals for building more usable systems which seem to completely ignore the existence of real users . . . '. The question remains as to why improved interface design through the user-centered approach is so important to DB query languages. The answer is that of usability, which, as stated earlier, is defined by [7] , and adopted by ISO 9241-11, as 'the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use'. The standard identifies the following three measures for gauging the usability of a product.
Effectiveness in use: deals with the accuracy and completeness through which users achieve certain results.
Efficiency in use: deals with resource utilization in relation to the accuracy and completeness through which users achieve certain results.
Satisfaction in use:
deals with the level of convenience (or lack of perceived inconvenience) and positive disposition towards the use of the product.
ISO/IEC 9126 also uses these three indicators to measure quality in use. The usability and quality of a user-interface therefore seem intricately linked. This appears to be dawning on DB query language developers only now.
Given the various studies suggesting the positive contributory effect of user participation or involvement in system design, the user-centered approach was adopted in the development of CQL. Specifically, the development of CQL was guided through trial use by and feedback from end-users. Figure 2 shows the user-centered design methodology that was developed for the LAURIN project [6] and adopted in the development of CQL. As discussed in [6] , the methodology conforms to accepted principles on user-centered design. The entry point for the methodology is the recognition of a need for user-centered design. Starting from this point, the methodology spirals through a sequence of activities towards a terminating, or exit, point. This point is defined by the recognition that the outcome is acceptable to the users, or meets their requirement. Next, the inputs, outputs and activities of the methodology are briefly described.
Recognition of need for user-centered design: This serves
as the input to the methodology. With recognition come the effort and initiation activities to involve users in the project.
Understanding and specification of context of use:
It is here that the definition and identification of the targeted end-users is made. Additionally, it is also here that the nature of the tasks to be performed by the end-users and the task-setting are specified.
Specification of user/organizational requirements:
In most design processes, there is a major activity leading to the specification of the requirements (functional and otherwise) of the product or system. For humancentered design, it is essential to extend this activity to creating an explicit statement of user and organizational requirements, in relation to the context of use V. OWEI description, in terms of human-computer interface and workstation design, users' jobs (including the allocation of tasks, users' comfort, safety, health and motivation), task performance, work design and organization etc. Therefore, it is here that the task to be performed by the users is developed. Also, where experiments with users are to be conducted, the design of the initial experiment is done here. For example the design of the experiment with the CQL mock-up takes place here.
Production of design solutions:
This stage involves the actual design of system mock-ups or prototypes, and first tests with real users. Simulation of real tasks by the chosen end-users using the initial system occurs here. In the case of CQL, it is here that users engage in formulating query solutions using the mockup developed in the previous stage.
Evaluation of designs against requirements:
More structured tests (whose results are evaluated and used to improve the prototype) are carried in this phase. The performance of the users from the previous stage is evaluated here and used for possible refinement of the system. The focus here is to obtain useful feedback from the simulation. It is here that the user-system interface is detailed. Therefore, the experimental design of the evolving CQL prototypes takes place here.
Recognition of acceptable outcome:
The activities spiral to a halt here when it is decided from the evaluation of the performance and feedback from the users that an acceptable level of usability and quality-in-use has been attained.
In the next section, the actualization of the methodology in the development of CQL is discussed. The set of experiments used to elicit end-user participation in the development of CQL and its end-user interface is described.
CQL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
In using the user-centered approach it is recommended that in the early stages of design, emphasis be placed on obtaining feedback that can be used as a guide in the design process [6] . Realistic prototypes resulting from this can then be used to assess how well objectives are met. Figure 3 shows the development process for the CQL interface.
Initially, a mock-up design of what we considered to be a possible interface was made and presented to end-users to use and evaluate. Based on their feedback concerning CQL and the types of difficulties they experienced with the mock-up, the interface was revised and a prototype built. The initial prototype was then subjected to evaluation by end-users. Again, based on the feedback, the prototype was revised a final time. The user-centered statistical experiments with CQL are reported in the rest of this section.
Aim
The aim of the experiments was to elicit from end-users input, in the form of feedback, into the development process that can be used to guide the design of a suitable interface for CQL. To achieve this a set of statistical experiments was conducted to ascertain the usability of successive CQL interfaces.
Independent variables
CQL interfaces: 1. CQL prototype 1 2. CQL prototype 2
Controlled variable
Subjects' database experience 
Design of experiments
A simple randomized design was used for the experiment. To control for individual differences, our subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three experiments. The specifics for each experiment are discussed in the appropriate sub-section for that experiment.
Theoretical framework for the experimental design
The research framework for the study is shown in Figure 4 . As per one earlier discussion, standard objective measures for usability and quality-in-use are effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness can be determined by accuracy, and efficiency by time. Instead of satisfaction, we use ease-ofuse, which is commonly used in the literature as a subjective indicator of users' disposition towards a product, as our measure of the psychological aspect of usability and qualityin-use. Both effectiveness and efficiency are performance measures, while satisfaction is perceptive. According to this model, therefore, end-user performance and perception are important factors for evaluating query language interfaces. The model also indicates that these factors are moderated by users' experience with databases. For this reason, we controlled for database experience.
In the conclusion in Section 7, the famous SUMI indicators for usability are discussed. There we reiterated the rationale for using our set of dependent variables in lieu of the SUMI set.
Variables
There were three sets of variables in the experiment. These were the independent variables, the control variables and the dependent variables.
Independent variables:
The purpose of the experiment was to compare the two prototype interfaces of CQL on user performance and ease-of-use. These two interfaces therefore represented the set of independent variables. Dependent variables: Performance in our model was determined by query accuracy and query formulation time. These are commonly used objective measures for user performance with query languages. For example, they were used in Siau et al. [17] to test the effects of conceptual and logical interfaces on the visual query performance of endusers and in Chan et al. [16] to test the effect of data model abstraction levels on the query performance of end-users.
Accuracy of formulation:
It is defined and determined here as the correspondence between the answer resulting from the formulation and the true, or correct, answer. Only cases where the resulting answer and the correct one are semantically equivalent are considered correct in this experiment. We do not use incremental refinement of queries, whereby formulated queries are graded and users are then required to reformulate erroneous formulations.
Query formulation time:
This is the time taken by a subject to formulate a query.
End-user perception on the ease-of-use of an interface also impacts upon the willingness and ability of users to use the interface. For this reason, we have included it in our comparison. Ease-of-use is a measure of users' perception of the ease with which a given query language interface could be used for the task. Unlike query accuracy and formulation time, which are objective measures, ease-of-use is subjective. We consider this classification appropriate, since it permits us to make a clear distinction between what can be ascertained from the direct action of users (i.e. what is objective) and what can only be indirectly derived from feeling. In our view, the psychological and emotional aspects of user participation are more appropriately subjective. This appears to be consistent with the general view in the literature (see [16, 17, 23] exposure to query languages. A pre-test questionnaire was used to screen the subjects. Only those considered to be nonexpert, i.e. those who lacked prior detailed formal training on data modeling or query writing experience, were selected as representative of end-users and used.
Set of measurements
For each experiment, the following set of recordings was made: (1) the time taken by each subject to formulate each query using the assigned interface; (2) each subject's comments and perceptions on the use of the interface in formulating each query.
Tasks
The subjects were presented with the schema in Figure 1 . Textual descriptions of a set of queries were provided to the subjects, who were then required to formulate each query using the assigned interface. The subjects were required to work on one query at a time. The queries and the schemas on which they were to be specified were not known by the subjects prior to the experiment. After each query had been formulated, the subject was given the following set of questions designed to elicit the subject's perception on the use of CQL.
User-perception questions:
(1) Circle the statement that more closely applies to you. (2) Please state any other perceptions or comments you might have about using CQL to express the query.
Procedure
A ninety-minute training session was given to the subjects. The training session involved lectures, illustrative examples and practice problems on the use of the particular interface. The experiment was conducted after the training.
Subjects
Seventy (70) subjects drawn from a computer-based information systems class were used for the tests. As stated earlier, only the subjects selected by the screening process were used. The selection questions were adapted from [62] . Each subject was assigned to only one experiment.
Incentive: Participation was voluntary. Subjects earned a maximum of 10% bonus points towards their grades in the course. The actual point earned by a subject was determined by the subject's performance.
The experiments
CQL mock-up and preliminary experiment
Our primary focus in the mock-up was on the design and structure of the CQL input interface. This interface is shown in Figure 5 . For a given query, the Source-Target blocks can be repeated as many times as needed.
Purpose: The aim in the experiment with the mock-up was to elicit from end-users comments and feedback to guide and inform any needed modifications to the interface prior to prototype implementation. The queries assigned to the mock-up subjects are listed in Appendix A.
Results: A post-test interview of the subjects provided the following helpful feedback.
(1) The interface was felt to be easier, the 'harder and more complex' the problem was.
(2) The subjects felt that it was difficult for 'non-experts' to understand such terminology as 'Source' and 'Target' used on the mock-up. This resulted in their spending more time on query formulations. They felt that more 'intuitive' terminology should be used.
Discussion:
The training notwithstanding, some subjects were confused by the basic concepts on the input form of the mock-up, such as the difference between a target and a source, and between an entity and an attribute. This led to the following main causes of difficulty in using the interface: (1) erroneous syntax, in that sources or targets were, in a number of cases, specified as attributes, and vice versa; (2) wrong specification of an attribute or an entity. Allowing the subjects to reference exogenous sources for the definitions of these terms could have ameliorated the difficulty. We, however, did not allow for it since part of the interest was to ascertain how well users could be expected to deal with terms and objects on the interface. The useful insight gained here is that novice users, who are generally non-technically inclined, may have problems with a database query language not only because of the design and structure of the front-end interface itself, but also because of the technical terms used on the frontend. This suggests the need to use less technical synonyms for terms like 'Target' and 'Source'. Support for this view is given in Dickson et al. [61] where the authors found that 'Systems with complex or 'unfamiliar' attributes may produce low user confidence and satisfaction with the system. . . . These attitudes represent a potential barrier to successful implementation. . . '.
Re-design of the CQL interface:
The need for a redesign of the CQL interface finds support in the findings that an interface 'might reduce or increase the cognitive cost of a task' [22] . Given that consistently 'positive associations have been observed between MIS usage and MIS satisfaction' [63] , failure to eliminate this confusion could result in dissatisfaction, which in turn could lead to reduction in the use or productive use of the query language. It is quite possible that providing explanations and definitions of technical terms could ameliorate the difficulty some of the subjects had with terms, and this is done on the production version of the interface, as we discuss later. However, at this early stage of the experiment and in order to adhere to the feedback from the subjects, arcane terms like 'Source' and 'Target' on the CQL mock-up were replaced with more descriptive and intuitive ones in the redesign of the interface.
As indicated earlier, the overall objective for the experiments was to achieve improvements in usability with successive designs of the interface. Experiments to determine the relative usability of the next two successive versions of CQL were conducted. In the successive development approach adopted here, the design of the second version of CQL (referred to as prototype 2) was based on and incorporated feedback from subjects who experimented with the first version, or prototype 1, of CQL. The two versions were compared on the performance and the 
HYPOTHESIS 2. (End-user perception). H2:
The ease-of-use perception of the prototype 2 subjects will be higher than the ease-of-use perception of the prototype 1 subjects.
Grading: For uniformity and consistency in grading, the query formulations were checked for entities, attributes, syntax, selection conditions, and semantic relationship conditions, as per Table 1 . The grading scheme portrayed on this table was informed by the types of errors committed during the initial test by the subjects assigned to the CQL mock-up. Three PhD candidates specializing in Database Systems in Computer Science were used as graders. The graders were knowledgeable in query languages, including CQL. As an aid to them, they were provided with solutions to the queries and instructions on grade allocation. Uncertainties were resolved by the developers of CQL. Each scoring was also checked for correctness by the developers of CQL.
In the remainder of the section, the two successive experiments are discussed and compared. We note that, although the experiments were done successively, for the purpose of reporting, their results are presented and described together here. This is done purposely to facilitate comparison by the reader. Thereafter, the results are compared.
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CQL prototype 1 (experiment 2) and prototype 2 (experiment 3)
The experiment was initially repeated with the subjects assigned to the first revised interface of prototype 1. The queries used, and their formulation in CQL, are given in Appendix A. The interface for this first CQL prototype is shown in Figure 6 . With this prototype, as many entries as are needed for sources and targets can be made. Based on feedback from the group of subjects, CQL was revised and the experiment repeated a third time with another group of subjects. Figure 7 shows the interface used by the subjects assigned to the second prototype.
Discussion:
The feedback from the prototype 1 subjects reminded us that since the targeted class of users for CQL was to include end-users who may not be versed in semantic data modeling terminologies, we further needed to avoid terms like 'entity' on the interface. Furthermore, prompts like 'List attribute' were also vague and not sufficiently meaningful in the absence of any explanations. These changes were incorporated into the redesign for the second prototype. Therefore, the only essential difference between the interfaces for the two interfaces was the use of prompts that are more descriptive and meaningful, and yet less arcane on the prototype 2 interface.
Statistical findings:
The performance and perception of the subjects are shown in Table 2 .
On performance: On the average, each prototype 1, experiment 2 subject formulated 27.7% of the queries correctly, and the number of correctly formulated queries was 29% of the total number of query formulations. The subjects required about 2.5 minutes to formulate a query correctly, on average. To produce correct formulations, the subjects needed 28% of the total time used for query formulation. For prototype 2, experiment 3, each subject formulated about 50% of the queries correctly, on average. The number of correctly formulated queries was about 49% of the total number of query formulations. The subjects required about 4.8 minutes to formulate a query correctly, on average. To produce correct formulations, the subjects needed 37% of the total time used for query formulation.
On perception: Table 2 also shows that, overall, about 64% of the prototype 1 subjects considered this prototype easy to use. About 62% of the prototype 2 subjects considered this version of the prototype easy to use. 
Comparative analysis
Given that the rationale for adopting the successive development approach involving two prototypes was to achieve improvements from one prototype to the next, we expect the performance and perception of the subjects assigned to the second prototype in experiment 3 to be better than those of their counterparts using the first prototype in experiment 2. The observed differences in performance and perception are therefore statistically tested here to determine if they are significant. The results are taken up in the remainder of this section.
HYPOTHESIS 1. (End-user performance). H1a:
End-users will perform significantly better with CQL prototype 2 than with prototype 1. H1b: End-users will require significantly less time to formulate correct queries with CQL prototype 2 than with prototype 1. Table 3 shows that there was a significant difference in the performance of the two groups. It is seen that the proportion of accurate formulations by the prototype 2 subjects was significantly higher than that of the prototype 1 subjects. On the other hand, the prototype 1 subjects took significantly less time to formulate accurate queries. While hypothesis H1a is supported, hypothesis H1b is not. The results therefore do not appear to give a clear indication of the superiority of one prototype over the other.
Discussion on relative performance. Which of the two interfaces can end-users be expected to perform better with? Based on the analysis of the results so far, no definite conclusions can be made. This dilemma can be resolved by viewing and analyzing the results differently. We examine this issue next. One way of resolving this dilemma is to consider the combined effects of the efficiency and effectiveness of the subjects. This can be determined by comparing the ratio γ = [Fraction correct formulations ÷ Fraction of total time for correct formulations] for both groups of users. This is a measure of performance. The result is shown in Table 4 . It is seen that for prototype 1, γ = 1.04. For prototype 2, γ = 1.32. In essence, this says that the performance of the prototype 2 users was higher than that of the prototype 1 users.
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HYPOTHESIS 2. (End-user perception). H2:
Although we had expected a significant improvement in perception between the two groups of users, this was not the case. Contrary to expectations, there was a slight reduction. The difference, however, was found not to be significant. Therefore, hypothesis H2 was not supported. This may be accounted for by the fact that there were no major changes between the two prototypes in terms of design structure and interaction mode-two attributes of forms and reports that tend to affect perception on ease-of-use.
THE RESULTING INTERFACE
The experiments with the prototypes provided useful information on user expectations on functionality and layout of the input interface. In designing the current production, i.e. post-prototype, interface, the feedback from the subjects was augmented with well-established guidelines on the design of human interfaces of information systems. Inter alia, the guidelines [64] recommend the following.
(1) Demarcate into zones: logically related information should be grouped, and the groups clearly separated. This helps to achieve a balance in the layout that facilitates human interaction.
(2) Provide help: On-line help information reduces the cognitive burden on users and enhances ease-of-use and user-friendliness. (3) Allow for interactive mode: A carefully thought out interactive mode combined with proper dialogue sequencing could be used to guide users effectively. (4) Reduce information density: Pop-up or pull-down menus could be used to reduce the clutter that make interfaces difficult to read and understand.
Incorporating all these suggestions and guidelines results in the current CQL interface shown in Figure 8 . An effort was made in the design to adhere to these principles of good form design. It is seen that the target, source, selection and relationship blocks are zoned and separate to minimize user confusion. Each zone is seen to be labeled unambiguously. To avoid clutter, we have used both pop-up and pull-down menu techniques. When a button is clicked, the appropriate dialogue box pops up. For example, clicking the 'Add Relationship' button in the semantic relationship block pops up the dialogue box shown. Through point-and-click, the user can then select semantic relationships from the list provided. The other buttons operate similarly.
As Figure 8 also shows, pull-down menus have been used to provide lists of aggregation functions and additional selection clauses, e.g. sort-by, group-by etc., that the user can select from. Dialogue boxes that pop up either prompt the user for input or provide output to the user. For example, when the 'Execute' button on the input interface is clicked, the natural language explanation of the CQL query formulated by the user pops up in a dialogue box (Figure 9a shows an example). Similarly, clicking on the 'Execute' button on the natural language explanation dialogue box pops up another dialogue box containing the SQL statement of the query for the user who is interested in viewing the SQL equivalent of the CQL query (see Figure 9b for an example).
Since even end-users are likely to have varying degrees of expertise in DB technology and query languages, it is necessary for the design of the production version of a query language to support different users. In normal usage, it is expected that some end-user will be more skilled than others, and that with frequent use and familiarity, the level of expertise of users will increase. These points were also considered in and incorporated into the design of the interface in Figure 8 . On close scrutiny of this interface, it is seen that it contains aspects from the interfaces of all the prototypes. For example, the terms 'target' and 'source' have been reintroduced. However, these terms are defined wherever they are used on the interface. Thus, the target block has the label 'Target: What are you looking for?' The source block is labeled 'Source: What do you know?' In addition, the help buttons are customized to provide context-based detailed definitional information that is specific to the particular item about which help is sought. Figure 10 shows the message that is popped up when the help button in the source block is clicked. The help buttons on the other blocks pop up similar messages. In this way, both novice and more skilled users can use the system without being burdened cognitively by technical terms on the interface. Additional on-line help is provided in the form of the database schema of the application. Clicking on the 'Show database application diagram' button pops up the schema in graphical form.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The concept-based approach to query formulation is not new. The Object-Role Modeling (ORM) community has explored this field extensively and proposed concept-based query languages for their modeling approaches. ORM itself is a generic term for a concept-based approach to data modeling in which data is modeled only in terms of entities (or object) and the semantic roles they play in relationships with other entities. No use is made of the concept of attributes in ORM. Because of its generic nature, there is not just a single ORM model, but a set of closely related versions, all of which adhere to the binary data modeling principle stipulated by ORM. Examples include NIAM [11, 12, 13, 14] and the Predicator Set Model (PSM) [65] .
NIAM is a version of ORM that supports only binary relationship types. As a modeling approach, it is particularly useful as an analysis method that describes an information system in natural language. Starting from examples, which are partial descriptions of the information domain, the approach results in an information structure, or database schema. A formalization of NIAM was attempted in the Predicator Model (PM) [66] by extending it to allow for n-ary relationships. A further extension of NIAM was achieved in PSM by extending PM to support advanced modeling constructs like sequences, sets, polymorphism, power types, schema types, generalization and specialization relationships. A motivation for this extension was to support complex objects, hypermedia and office automation applications. PSM is built around the concept of predicator, which is the connection between an object and a role. Relationships are then defined in terms of the association roles played by objects, i.e. a relationship is an association between predicators. In PSM, a relationship is viewed as a set of predicators.
Fundamentally, the motivation behind the development of concept-based query languages is the same as for natural language query languages, namely, to provide users with query languages that are naturally close to users. This necessitates on the one hand that the languages are mathematically sound and unambiguous, and on the other hand that they are as natural as possible and, hence, easy to use. To the best of our knowledge, the Reference and IDea Language (RIDL) [9, 10] was the first concept-based language to aim at these goals. RIDL was a semi-natural language query language that was developed for NIAM. The language, however, suffered from certain drawbacks which included a lack of formal definition and sound syntactic and semantic basis. Additionally, it was based on the initial but restricted binary version of NIAM. For these reasons RIDL did not meet with widespread acceptance [67, 68] . The general approach to querying in the newer family of ORM-based query languages is illustrated by LISA-D [67, 68] , Conquer [69] and Conquer-II [70] . LISA-D is essentially a re-design and extension of RIDL to make it more sound and strong formally. For this reason, instead of basing it on NIAM, it is based on PSM, which as mentioned above is itself an extension of NIAM. LISA-D queries are formulated using information descriptors. This is because querying in LISA-D is founded on the information descriptor syntactical category. Information descriptors characterize and facilitate the disclosure of information objects in an information-base [71] , which in the context of database queries would constitute the database population. An information descriptor is specified as D: information descriptor X ENV → PE, where ENV is the environment of the database, as determined by the database population. PE is a path expression. According to this notation, an information descriptor in a given environment maps to a specific path expression. A query path is therefore expressed by information descriptors. A query path in LISA-D is therefore a concatenation of information descriptors. 
] define the atomic information descriptor President, born-in and State respectively, then
This expression corresponds to the path connecting schema entities President and State via the semantic role born-in.
A LISA-D query has the general format LIST p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , P, where p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n are predicators whose values are to be evaluated on path P. For our example, this query specifies the evaluation of p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n on the expressed path P given by 'President born-in State'. In terms of the CQL notation used in [57] , this query can be expressed as LIST (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) ↓ P, where ↓ is the submersion operator used to suppress the predicates to be evaluated. Once p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n are suppressed, P remains. CQL's mix-fix expression (discussed in [57] ) for P then becomes explicitly clear:
This CQL path expression precisely coincides with the LISA-D query path. LISA-D is expressively very powerful, but technically not suited for end-users [69] .
Conquer [69] and Conquer-II [70] are also based on ORM. Queries are formulated as paths through an information space that is represented as schemas modeled in ORM. Query predicates are represented as semantic role sequences that can be expressed in mix-fix form. Queries can be expressed as outline queries, schema trees, or text. The commercially implemented versions of these languages require queries to be entered in outline form through a dragand-drop approach. Textual verbalizations of expressed queries can be generated automatically. Queries consist of entities and predicates. (When necessary, attributes are introduced only as derived concepts.) Both linear and nonlinear queries, i.e. tree-shaped queries, are expressed as sequences of conceptual joins and conceptual operations forming a series of conceptual paths through ORM schemas. Therefore, ORM queries can be readily verbalized as mix-fix statements, as illustrated by the following two Conquer/Conquer-II queries: (1) Employee lives in city and city is location of Branch. (2) Employee has salary >90,000 and Either speaks Language x Or drives Car y. The implied mix-fix notation can be clearly seen from these query expressions.
From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen that CQL can be used with an ORM schema and, therefore, act as another ORM query language. The semantic roles in CQL's path expression define a conceptual join of entities that maps automatically to relational joins at the logical level. (We have assumed here an underlying relational DBMS.) Where the conceptual schema is an E-R schema, or a variant of it, CQL is being used as an ER model query language. However, what distinguishes CQL from other concept-based query languages is that it is an abbreviated concept-based query language. As discussed earlier in the paper, this means that, unlike currently existing concept-based query languages, the entire query path does not have to be specified by the user. CQL is therefore based on SCERD, which itself borrows from both ORM and ER modeling. 2 The concept of semantic roles comes from ORM and that of attributes from ER modeling.
In the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [72] , the terms 'relationship' and 'role' are two distinct concepts. UML uses the term 'relationship' to refer to what SCERD refers to as 'role' (or semantic role). In both, however, the concepts refer to the role played by entity classes (or object classes in UML) in associations. Conversely, semantic roles in SCERD are seen as 'association names' in UML. Although association names on UML class diagrams can be read in only one direction, associations are inherently bi-directional [73] . This implies that relationships that are explicitly shown on UML class diagrams can be read in only one direction. UML, however, allows for an implicit inverse traversal of relationships. Since the roles required by CQL are semantic, to support the use of UML's implicit inverse relationships in CQL, they have to be rendered explicit. This can be readily achieved for use with CQL by simply stating the inverse relationship in an explicit manner. We can therefore convert the static aspects of UML schemas into equivalent SCERDs for use with CQL.
An area in which the concept-based approach can benefit is in the incorporation of intelligent tools and techniques into query systems (a good coverage of the topic as it relates to multimedia communication interfaces can be found in [74] ). In intelligent query answering the intent of a query is analyzed to provide generalized, neighborhood, or associated information relevant to the query [75, 76, 77 ]. An approach adopted in the more recent studies is to exploit the rich semantic information of knowledge-rich DBs to determine the intent of queries. Query intent analysis can be performed on query statements that are not well formulated or difficult to interpret, in order to clarify the intent of 620 V. OWEI the user. Once the intent is determined, the query can be restated either automatically or cooperatively, with the help of the user, in a form that is easily interpreted. Advances in this field can be applied to facilitate the formulation of abbreviated concept-based queries. For example, we are currently investigating how to apply this to resolving ambiguous queries and queries with missing information in CQL.
Intelligent query answering systems can also be used to provide sensible explanations of posed queries. The problem has been extensively studied in the context of designing intelligent multimedia explanations for paraphrasing and communication systems [77, 78] . CQL provides this additional support to allow users to validate the systemexplanations of their queries. The difficulty here is in avoiding too many or superfluous explanations. We deal with this problem in CQL by returning the explanation of only a set of shortest query paths to the user.
Intelligent approaches can also be used to provide computer-aided query formulation systems to facilitate user formulation of abbreviated concept-based queries. This is the more common application of intelligent query answering tools in natural language query systems. In those systems where it is provided, e.g. [71] , the approach is usually assistive, with the user interacting with the system to incrementally formulate the query. This usually takes the form of the user responding to prompts and cues from the system. The natural language extension of CQL, reported in [57] , is designed to present the user with the information content of the DB and to provide further help in the form of sample queries that can be used as is or modified and used. To the best of our knowledge, no other concept-based query language is designed to provide this extended level of assistance for query formulation.
Like other concept-based query languages, CQL allows users to specify queries directly against conceptual schemas of database applications, using concepts and constructs that are native to and exist on the schemas. However, unlike other existing concept-based query languages, CQL queries are abbreviated. Hence CQL is an abbreviated conceptbased query language. CQL is designed for ease-of-use and thereby aimed at reducing the cognitive burden faced by database end-users. CQL is founded on strong set-and graph-theoretic principles. We demonstrate in [25] that it is at least relationally complete. In combining ease-of-use with expressive power, it overcomes the common weakness in concept-based query languages, namely, that of being less than relationally complete. Query formulation imposes a certain level of cognitive burden on users and therefore enhances or degrades the ease of use of a query language [16, 17, 40, 45, 79, 80] . While our overriding motivation for developing CQL is to reduce the cognitive load imposed on users in formulating queries, we do not expect that users will be completely devoid of all knowledge about databases. We presume some but not in-depth familiarity with commonly encountered database concepts. To facilitate query formulation, however, we have augmented CQL with a help facility to further ease the cognitive burden on users. Because of this, CQL does not require users to be familiar with the structure and organization of the application database, but only with the content.
We have conducted a statistical experiment to probe endusers' reaction to using CQL, vis-à-vis SQL, as a database query language [45] . The comparison focused on the effect of the two different database query language interfaces on user performance (as measured by query formulation time, query correctness, and users' perception) in a query writing task with varying difficulty levels. Statistically significant differences between the two query languages were found.
The results indicated that end-users performed better with CQL and had a better perception of it than of SQL. There were significantly more accurate formulations with CQL than with SQL. Also, the groups with CQL took significantly less time than the groups with SQL. The CQL subjects perceived their query language to be easier to use than their SQL counterparts felt about SQL; they also felt more satisfied with CQL than the SQL subjects were with SQL. These differences were more pronounced when querydifficulty level was considered. The statistical significance of the differences increased with the complexity of the query. The scores indicated that users were more likely to perform better with CQL than with SQL, and that they were more likely to harbor a more favorable perception of it than of SQL.
In summary, the user-centered approach used in the development of CQL was presented in this paper. The paper highlighted issues of concern that need to be considered in the design of concept-based query language interfaces intended for the class of typical database endusers. The results showed that users might not perform well with concept-based interfaces that tax their cognitive skills. Interfaces must render transparent to the end-user what is technically arcane.
Another contribution of this study is the use of the semantic roles played by entities in their associations with other entities to support abbreviated conceptual queries. An advantage that accrues from this main contribution is the use of relationship semantics of data models to alleviate or free the user from dealing with the syntactic complexity of query formulation. Additional advantages include the use of the roles played by entities in relationships in developing semantic graphs of conceptual queries, the use of the roles played by entities in relationships in developing pseudonatural language explanations of queries, and the use of system-constructed semantic graphs to aid the automatic generation of SQL. The study was limited to querying a single database. Database updating was not addressed.
The user-centered experiments reported here are intended to be exploratory to guide the evolving development of CQL. It should therefore be instructive to conduct more in-depth usability studies with the post-prototype interface in Figure 8 . In this respect, we believe that the continuing development of CQL will benefit from elaborate investigations of the cognitive, linguistic and organizational factors that impact on the use of database query languages by end-users. The findings from such detailed behavioral studies could then be incorporated into the future design of CQL. We would therefore like to conduct such studies in the future.
Since the main difference between CQL and other concept-based querying approaches is the need to explicitly specify entire paths in the other systems, it should be interesting to compare the post-prototype version of CQL with other (path-oriented) concept-based query languages. In this respect we would also like to conduct a comparative study of CQL and other concept-based query languages, such as QBD* [79] , in the future.
We would also like to extend this study to investigate the meaning of missing information in the context of conceptbased queries. We also plan to extend CQL to support multi-dimensional queries in on-line analytical processing scenarios.
Finally, it is noted that the following factors are also widely used to measure user-satisfaction:
• Efficiency-participants' perception of their efficiency.
• Affect-how much they like the product.
• Helpfulness-how helpful they found it.
• Control-whether they felt in control.
• Learnability-participants' perception of ease of learning.
Although this set is much more elaborate than our set of variables, the dependent variables used in this paper were chosen because, as mentioned earlier, they conform to international standards and find popular use in behavioral studies. Furthermore, the use of our set of dependent variables is particularly suitable for experimental settings, such as ours, where there is a severe constraint on the amount of time the subjects can be experimented with. Use of the more elaborate factors would have demanded more time than the constraint allowed for.
